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h i g h l i g h t s

� A novel structure of AMA system is
designed and constructed, and the
axial control and radial control are
integrated in the AMA system.

� The magnetic forces and the gimbal
torques of the axial-radial integrated
AMA system have good actively
controllability and linearity.

� The good tracking performance of the
AMA system is experimentally
verified, and mid-frequency
disturbance is effectively suppressed.
g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t

The experimental results show that the better attitude stabilization precision and the fast response speed
benefit from the contactless suspension and active controllability of the axial-radial integrated AMA sys-
tem, and it is potential to be applied in the airborne remote sensing system to improve the measurement
accuracy.
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Introduction: The inertial stabilization platform (ISP) is widely used in the earth observation system to
stably track the line of sight of the payload because it could isolate vibrations and angular motions of
the aviation platform.
Objectives: an active magnetic actuator (AMA) system integrating the axial and the radial control is used
to levitate the azimuth gimbal to improve attitude stabilization precision and dynamic performance of
the ISP, and then the dynamic model of azimuth gimbal is developed.
Methods: The magnetic force and the gimbal torque of the axial-radial integrated AMA system are inves-
tigated, and the attitude information of the suspended azimuth gimbal is measured.
Results: The attitude stabilization precision of azimuth gimbal is confined at 0.02�, and the control band-
width of the axial-radial integrated AMA system could exceed 100 Hz.
Conclusion: the ISP with an axial-radial integrated AMA system has better attitude stabilization precision
and wider control frequency than the pure mechanical ISP, so it is potential to be applied in the airborne
remote sensing system to improve the measurement precision.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Cairo University. This is an open access article
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Introduction

The aviation earth observation instruments (AEOI) such as the
large format CCD (charge coupled device) aerial camera and the
hyperspectral image radiometer are installed on the inertial stabi-
lization platform (ISP) to isolate the vibrations and angular
motions of the aviation platform. For the normal ISP with mechan-
ical bearings and gears, the disturbance isolation ability is deter-
mined by the control performance of the servo-drive system and
the mechanical vibration isolation system [1–3]. In general, the
triple-gimbal configuration including an azimuth gimbal (A-
gimbal), a roll gimbal (R-gimbal) and a pitch gimbal (P-gimbal) is
widely adopted in the pure mechanical ISP whose gimbals are sup-
ported by the rolling bearings [4–7], and the rotations of three gim-
bals due to the aviation platform are isolated from the inside to
outside by the mechanical vibration isolation system. Neverthe-
less, the friction of ball bearings and the gear transmission error
of servo-drive system would weaken the vibration isolation perfor-
mance, and then control precisions and dynamic characteristics of
the traditional ISP with the mechanical vibration isolator are
affected [8–10].

The major research on the pure mechanical ISP are focused on
improving the control precision and the dynamic response of the
servo-drive system. Numerous methods have been successfully
applied into the control engineering of the pure mechanical ISP.
In general, the decoupling control [11,12] was the common
method to suppress the coupling effect among different gimbals
in the pure mechanical ISP [13], and then the attitude stabilization
precision of each gimbal could be improved. For example, a decou-
pling model based on an inverse system was used to transfer the
nonlinear system of a two-axis ISP into a pseudo-linear system
[11], and the coupling multi-input multi-output system was trans-
ferred into two decoupling single-input single-output systems. The
experimental results showed that the attitude stabilization preci-
sion of two-axis ISP was improved from 0.03� with PID control to
0.015�. Moreover, the robust control method was also tried to be
applied in the control engineering of the pure mechanical ISP sys-
tem [14–20], and the major function of the robust control scheme
was to attenuate the parameter uncertainties such as the frictions
of rolling bearings, the transmission errors and mismatches of gear
pairs. In reference [18,21], a robust feedback tracking model incor-
porated with a modified extended state observer (ESO) was applied
to improve the tracking performance of the ISP system in the pres-
ence of mass imbalance, kinematic coupling, carrier vibrations and
external disturbances. The simulation results presented that the
maximum absolute value of speed tracking error was reduced from
1.261�/s to 0.974�/s. A nonlinear second-order ESO [22] was
designed to compensate the composite disturbances, and the max-
imum deflection of azimuth gimbal was reduced to 0.06�. In addi-
tion, the disturbance observer was also designed to the control
engineering of pure mechanical ISP system [23–25], and the atti-
tude stabilization precisions of controlled gimbals were obviously
enhanced.

For pure mechanical ISP systems in those above-mentioned
publications, the vibration phenomenon and the control error were
primarily caused by the frictions of rolling bearings, the mis-
matches of gear pairs and the external disturbances. Although
those above-mentioned control models used in the pure mechani-
cal ISP system could improve the attitude stabilization precisions
of controlled gimbals, the disturbance sources could not be elimi-
nated. Therefore, the disturbance sources would lead to other kinds
of influences on gimbals when the operational status of pure
mechanical ISP changes.

Moreover, for the pure mechanical ISP system, the disturbances
with a high frequency (greater than 10 Hz) could be suppressed by
the mechanical vibration isolator, and the disturbances with a low-
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frequency (below 2 Hz) could be compensated by the rotational
torques of gimbals driven by the servo-drive system. However,
the residual disturbances with a mid-frequency (from 2 Hz to
10 Hz) could not effectively suppressed by the mechanical vibra-
tion isolator and the servo-drive system. So, a new structure is nec-
essary to be designed in the ISP system to mitigate the mid-
frequency disturbances.

The magnetic suspension technology had been successfully
used to suspend the rapidly spinning rotors such as flywheel
[26–28], turbine machine vacuum pump [29–31] and so on. The
benefits such as micro vibration and tinny friction are brought
out by the advantage of contactless suspension. The other advan-
tages are the fast response and the attitude adjusting ability of
the suspended object within the tiny airgap. Obviously, it is poten-
tial to be integrated in the ISP system to improve the attitude sta-
bilization precision of the observation instruments mounted on the
ISP. As a practical application of the magnetic suspension technol-
ogy, the active magnetic actuator (AMA) has advantages on the fast
response and active controllability [32], and the mid-frequency
disturbances could be depressed by the AMA too. Moreover, the
attitude precision of AEOI could be regulated to reach better stabi-
lization precision because of the tunable airgap between the AMA
and the suspended object.

In this article, a prototype of magnetically suspended ISP (MS-
ISP) with an axial-radial integrated AMA system is designed to
improve the attitude stabilization precision. The inner A-gimbal
is suspended by an axial-radial integrated AMA system on five
degrees of freedom (DOFs). The residual mid-frequency distur-
bances could be depressed by the magnetic forces and the gimbal
torques of the axial-radial integrated AMA system, and the attitude
stabilization precisions of the observation instruments mounted
on the A-gimbal could be improved furthermore. The main features
of designed MS-ISP are listed as following

1. A novel structure of AMA system is designed and constructed,
and the axial control and radial control are integrated in the
AMA system, so the volume of AMA system is greatly
minimized.

2. The good tracking performance of the AMA system is experi-
mentally verified, and mid-frequency disturbance (2 Hz-
10 Hz) is effectively suppressed by the force of AMA system.

3. This article is organized as follows. Firstly, the configuration of
MS-ISP is described in section 2. The dynamics of A-gimbal is
developed in section 3. The control strategy and the control sys-
tem are represented in section 4. Finally, the simulation and
experimental results of the designed MS-ISP are analyzed in
section 5. The experimental results show that the better atti-
tude stabilization precision and the fast response speed benefit
from the contactless suspension and active controllability of
axial-radial integrated AMA system.

Structure of MS-ISP

As shown in Fig. 1, the MS-ISP consists of three rotational gim-
bals, an axial-radial integrated AMA system, three pairs of eddy
current gap sensors (ECGS), a position and orientation system
(POS), a main control unit (MCU). The AEOI is fixed on the A-
gimbal of MS-ISP, and the POS is mounted on the AEOI to measure
the attitude information of A-gimbal in the geographic coordinate
frame. The motions caused by the aviation platform would be
easily transferred to the AEOI, and further distort the line of sight
(LOS) of AEOI. Therefore, through the servo-drive control of three
gimbals and the active suspension control of axial-radial integrated
AMA system, the MS-ISP is used to stably track the LOS of AEOI ver-
tically pointing to the earth’s surface.
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Fig. 1. The sketch of MS-ISP with an axial-radial integrated AMA system.
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The gimbal system of MS-ISP

For three gimbals of the MS-ISP as shown in Fig. 1, the outer one
is R-gimbal, and it depresses the roll motion of MS-ISP. The middle
one is P-gimbal which could isolate the pitch motion of MS-ISP.
Finally, the inner one is the A-gimbal, which could attenuate the
yaw motion of MS-ISP. The major difference between the MS-ISP
and the pure mechanical ISP is that the inner A-gimbal is levitated
by an axial-radial integrated AMA system. Expect the yaw motion
of A-gimbal controlled by the servo-drive motor, the contactless
suspension of A-gimbal on other five DOFs are realized by mag-
netic forces and gimbal torques of axial-radial integrated AMA sys-
Fig. 2. (a) The prototype of axial-radial integrated AMA system, (b) the lower end-face o
gimbal with eight axial AMAs.
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tem. Therefore, the A-gimbal with an axial-radial integrated AMA
system has more five controllable DOFs than the mechanical gim-
bal with rolling bearings, and the disturbances acting on the five
controllable DOFs could be suppressed by magnetic forces and
gimbal torques of the axial-radial integrated AMA system.

The structure of A-gimbal with an axial-radial integrated AMA
system is shown in Fig. 2. The stator part of axial-radial integrated
AMA system is mounted on the P-gimbal with reasonable airgaps
in axial and radial directions. Then, the attitudes and positions of
A-gimbal relative to P-gimbal could be regulated within the rea-
sonable airgaps in axial and radial directions, and the LOS of AEOI
could be tunable further by using the adjustable attitude informa-
tion of A-gimbal about rotations around R-gimbal and P-gimbal.

In the meanwhile, according to the motion status of A-gimbal
with an axial-radial integrated AMA system as shown in Fig. 3,
the translational displacements [dxe dye dze] represent the transla-
tional positions of A-gimbal relative to P-gimbal along three axes,
and the rotational angles [ae be] represent the attitude angles of
A-gimbal around R-gimbal and P-gimbal, respectively. The dis-
placement terms [dxe dye dze ae be] of A-gimbal are measured by
the ECGSs fixed on the P-gimbal. In the control engineering of A-
gimbal with an axial-radial integrated AMA system, the displace-
ment terms [dxe dye dze] are hold at the equilibrium statuses by
the magnetic forces [fx fy fz] of axial-radial integrated AMA system.
With the function of gimbal torques [px py] of axial-radial inte-
grated AMA system, the attitude angles [ae be] are forced to track
the reference attitudes to isolate the vibrations transferred from
the rotations around R-gimbal and P-gimbal.
f P-gimbal with four axial AMAs and four radial AMAs, (c) the upper end-face of P-
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The axial-radial integrated AMA system

An axial-radial integrated AMA system with twelve AMAs in
axial direction and four AMAs in radial direction are designed to
levitate the massive payloads including the A-gimbal, the AEOI
and the POS. In detail, the twelve AMAs in axial direction are dis-
tributed as the form of four AMAs (Al1 ~ Al4) at lower end-face as
shown in Fig. 2(b) and eight AMAs (Au1 ~ Au8) at upper end-face
in Fig. 2(c). The positions of four AMAs (Ax+, Ax-, Ay+ and Ay-) in
radial direction are on lower end-face of P-gimbal as illustrated
in Fig. 2(b).

As shown in Fig. 3(a), for the motion control of A-gimbal in
radial direction, the AMAs Ax+ and Ax- generate magnetic force fx
to suspend A-gimbal at the equilibrium position along Xe axis,
and the AMAs Ay+ and Ay- generate magnetic force fy to suspend
A-gimbal at the equilibrium position along Ye axis. As illustrated
in Fig. 3(c) and (d), the twelve AMAs in axial direction are sepa-
rated into two groups to generate the magnetic force fz in axial
direction and the gimbal torques [px py] around Ye axis and Xe axis.
In detail, the four pairs of axial AMAs (Al1-Au1, Al2-Au2, Al3-Au3 and
Al4-Au4) at lower and upper end-faces provide magnetic forces to
stably suspend the A-gimbal at the axial equilibrium position,
and other four axial AMAs generate gimbal torques to isolate the
rotations of A-gimbal around Ye axis and Xe axis. The relation
between the generalized magnetic forces and the gimbal torques
[fx fy fz px py] of axial-radial integrated AMA system could be
expressed into

f x ¼ f xþ þ f x�
f y ¼ f yþ þ f y�

f z ¼
P4
i¼1

f ui þ
P4
i¼1

f li

px ¼ f u5 þ f u6ð Þ � ls � sin p
4 � f u7 þ f u8ð Þ � ls � sin p

4

py ¼ f u5 þ f u8ð Þ � ls � cos p4 � f u6 þ f u7ð Þ � ls � cos p4

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

where, fx+, fx-, fy+ and fy- are the radial magnetic forces provided by
four radial AMAs. The fu1 ~ fu8 are the axial magnetic forces provided
by the AMAs Au1 ~ Au8 at upper end-face, and the fl1 ~ fl4 are the
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magnetic forces provided by the four axial AMAs Al1 ~ Al4 at lower
end-face.

Therefore, the displacement terms [dxe dye] are dominated by
the four AMAs (Ax+, Ax-, Ay+ and Ay-) in radial direction, and the dis-
placement terms [ae be dze] are dominated by the twelve AMAs in
axial direction. The eight axial AMAs form into four pairs of AMAs
to provide magnetic forces in Ze axis, and other four AMAs generate
magnetic forces to adjust gimbal torques about [ae be].

The sensors and coordinate frames of MS-ISP

Since the axial-radial integrated AMA system is unstable natu-
rally, the closed-loop control with displacement feedback is
needed to realize the stable suspension of A-gimbal in axial and
radial directions. So, attitude angles and dynamic positions of A-
gimbal should be measured timely and fed back to the closed-
loop control system of axial-radial integrated AMA system. More-
over, to adjust the direction of the LOS of AEOI by tracking the ref-
erence attitude angles, the attitude angles of A-gimbal relative to
the geographic coordinate frame should be also measured timely.
Once the attitude angles of A-gimbal are adjusted to tack the refer-
ence attitudes in the geographic coordinate frame, the posture of P-
gimbal would be achieved through the coordinate transformation.

There are three major sensor systems equipped in the MS-ISP to
measure attitude information and dynamic positions of A-gimbal
in different coordinate frames. The attitude information and the
dynamic positions of the AEOI in the geographic coordinate frame
are measured by the POS, and the attitude information of A-gimbal
relative to P-gimbal is measured by the ECGS. The attitude infor-
mation of P-gimbal is measured by the sensors such as gyros,
accelerometers located on R-gimbal and P-gimbal. In the mean-
while, three rotation transformation matrices are used to calculate
the posture information of airplane based on the posture of inner
A-gimbal measured by the POS.

The major coordinate frames of MS-ISP are shown in Fig. 4(b).
OXbYbZb is the coordinate frame fixed on the airplane, OXrYrZr is
the coordinate frame located at the R-gimbal, OXpYpZp is the coor-
dinate system located at the P-gimbal, OgXeYeZe is the coordinate
frame fixed on the A-gimbal and OgXgYgZg is the geographic coordi-
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nate frame. The translational displacements [dxe dye dze] of A-
gimbal are defined by the origin O of P-frame OXpYpZp. The attitude
angles [ae be] of A-gimbal relative to P-frame are defined by the
Euler-angle between the frame OgXaYaZa and the frame OXpYpZp.
The yaw angle of A-gimbal is defined by the Euler-angle between
the frame OgXoYoZo and the frame OgXaYaZa and controlled by the
servo-drive motor, which is independent from the axial-radial
integrated AMA system. [ag bg] are the posture angles of A-
gimbal relative to the geographic coordinate frame. [ar bp] repre-
sent the postures of P-gimbal in the geographic coordinate frame,
and they could be regarded as the tracking residual to be sup-
pressed in the rotational control of A-gimbal.

A multi-channel ECGS system in Fig. 4(a) is equipped in the MS-
ISP to measure the dynamic displacements of suspended A-gimbal.
The four axial ECGSs Sx+, Sx-, Sy+ and Sy- measure the radial displace-
ments of A-gimbal, and four radial ECGSs Sz1, Sz2, Sz3 and Sz4 mea-
sure the axial displacements of A-gimbal by detecting upper end-
face of A-gimbal. The dynamic displacements [dxe dye dze ae be]
measured by the ECGSs are expressed as

dxe ¼ dxþ � dx�
dye ¼ dyþ � dy�
dze ¼ dz1 þ dz2 þ dz3 þ dz4

ae ¼ dz1�dz3ð Þ
ls

be ¼ dz2�dz4ð Þ
ls

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð2Þ

The linearity of designed ECGS is 1 mm and the sensitivity is
better than 1 lm, and then the sensitivity of ECGS is 3 V/mm.
The span ls of axial ECGSs is 450 mm. Therefore, the angular sensi-
tivity of A-gimbal measured by the EGCS is better than 2.5��10-4.
The bandwidth of ECGS is above 1000 Hz, and much wider than
the bandwidth (about 100 Hz) of closed-loop control system.

Dynamic model of the suspended A-gimbal

The magnetic force of axial-radial integrated AMA

Since the AEOI and the POS suspended by the axial-radial inte-
grated AMA system are massive, the power consumption would be
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great if the magnetic forces are entirely generated by the control
current of AMA system. To reduce the power consumption, the per-
manent magnet (PM) is used in the axial-radial integrated AMA
system to provide the bias magnet fluxes, and this kind of AMA
structure is defined as PM biased AMA. The bias magnet fluxes
without needing power consumption could generate the bias mag-
netic force for the suspension of A-gimbal and AEOI payloads, so
the power consumption is reduced with 90%.

Based on the structure of single AMA as shown in Fig. 5(a), the
magnet flux path of axial AMA at upper end-face is plotted in Fig. 5
(c). The magnet fluxes of bias PM are marked by yellow solid line,
and pass inner and outer ferromagnetic steels on stator, primary
airgap between rotor and stator. Moreover, as illustrated as red
dash line, the magnet fluxes of control currents pass inner and
outer ferromagnetic steels on stator, primary airgap between rotor
and stator, the rotor part and the secondary airgap, and this mag-
net fluxes generated by the control currents are defined as the elec-
tromagnetic (EM) magnet fluxes.

Furthermore, the magnetic force could be calculated by using
the equivalent magnet circuit as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). The
equivalent magnet circuit of PM magnet flux is plotted in Fig. 6
(a), and the equivalent magnet circuit of EM magnet flux is shown
in Fig. 6(b). The magnetic potential of PM flux is

Fpm1 ¼ Hchpm ð3Þ
where Hc is coercive force, and hpm is the length of the bias PM along
the magnetization direction.

The magnetic densities of PM magnet circuit in Fig. 6(a) are

/pm1 ¼ Fpm1
Rpmsum1 �r

/px1 ¼ /pm1 � Rpmsum1�Rpm1ð Þ
R11

/pwn1 ¼ /pm1 � Rpmsum1�Rpm1ð Þ
Rw1þRn1

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð4Þ

where Rpm1 is the magnetic conductance of bias PM, and R11 is the
magnetic conductance of ferromagnetic steel. Rw1 and Rn1 are the
magnetic conductance of outer and inner primary airgaps, respec-
tively. Rpmsum1 is the magnetic conductance of PM magnet circuit.
They are expressed as



Fig. 5. (a) The stator of axial AMA, (b) the stator of radial AMA, (c) the magnet flux path of axial-radial integrated AMA at upper end-face in axial direction.

Fig. 6. (a) The equivalent magnet circuit of PM magnet fluxes, (b) the equivalent magnet circuit of EM magnet fluxes.
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Rpmsum1 ¼ Rpm1 þ 1
1

R11
þ 1

Rw1þRn1

Rpm1 ¼ hpm
l0lrApm

R11 ¼ d11
l0A11

Rw1 ¼ dw1
l0Aw

Rn1 ¼ dn1
l0An

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð5Þ

where Apm is the sectional area of bias PM. lr is the relative perme-
ability of bias PM. l0 is the vacuum permeability. d11, dw1 and dn1
are the lengths of corresponding airgaps.

The magnetic densities of EM magnet circuit in Fig. 6(b) are

/ix1 ¼ Nix
Risumx1re

/ixr1 ¼ /ix1 � Risumx1�Rw1�Rn1
R11

/ixpm1 ¼ /ix1 � Risumx1�Rw1�Rn1
Rpm1

8>>><
>>>:

ð6Þ

where ix is the control current of winding, and N is the number of
turns of winding. Risumx1 is the magnetic conductance of EM magnet
circuit in Fig. 5(b), and it could be written into

Risumx1 ¼ Rw1 þ Rn1 þ 1
1

R11
þ 1

Rpm1

ð7Þ

The magnetic density of the axial-radial integrated AMA system
in the airgap is the sum of PM magnet flux and EM magnet flux as
following

/x1 ¼ /pwn1 þ /ix1 ð8Þ
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So, the magnetic force generated by the one pair of axial AMAs
at upper end-face is

f u1 ¼ Fn1 þ Fw1 ¼ /2
x1

2l0An
þ /2

x1

2l0Aw
ð9Þ

where An and Aw are the sectional areas of inner and outer ferro-
magnetic steels, respectively.

The magnetic force is nonlinear both with the control displace-
ment and the control current within wide displacement range, but
the magnetic force could be linearized within the small vicinity of
the equilibrium position. For the convenience of the control engi-
neering of the axial-radial integrated AMA system, the twelve
AMAs in axial direction are designed with same current stiffness
and displacement stiffness, and the four AMAs in radial direction
are designed with the same principle. Furthermore, the magnetic
force generated by the one pair of axial AMAs could be expressed
as

f z ¼ kiziz þ kdzdze ð10Þ
The magnetic forces generated by the radial AMAs could be

expressed into

f x ¼ kixix þ kdxdxe

f y ¼ kiyiy þ kdydye

(
ð11Þ

where kiz is the axial current stiffness and kdz is the axial displace-
ment stiffness. kix = kiy is the radial current stiffness and kdx = kdy is
the radial displacement stiffness.
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Combing (1), (2) and (10), the gimbal torques [px py] of the
axial-radial integrated AMA system could be obtained as following

px ¼ kiziz5 þ kdzlae þ kiziz6 � kdzlbeð Þ�
l� kiziz7 � kdzlae þ kiziz8 þ kdzlbeð Þ � l
py ¼ kiziz5 þ kdzlae þ kiziz8 þ kdzlbeð Þ�
l� kiziz6 � kdzlbe þ kiziz7 � kdzlaeð Þ � l

8>>><
>>>:

ð12Þ

where kipx = kipy is the current stiffness of gimbal torque, kdpx = kdpy
is the displacement stiffness of gimbal torque.
The dynamic model of suspended A-gimbal

The dynamics models of A-gimbal are separated into two parts.
On the one hand, the translational model in the displacement
terms [dxe dye dze] are

m€dxe ¼ f x
m€dye ¼ f y

m€dze ¼ f z

8>><
>>: ð13Þ

On the other hand, the models about two rotational angles [ae
be] and the yaw angle he of A-gimbal are expressed into

ae

be

he

2
64

3
75 ¼ Ca

pC
p
r C

r
g

ag

bg

hg

2
64

3
75þ Ca

pC
p
r

0
ar

0

2
64

3
75þ Ca

p

bp

0
0

2
64

3
75þ

0
0
ha

2
64

3
75 ð14Þ

where ha is yaw angle, the coordinate transformation matrices are
respectively
Cr
g ¼

cosar 0 sinar

0 1 0
�sinar 0 cosar

2
64

3
75; Cp

r ¼
1 0 0
0 cosbp �sinbp

0 sinbp cosbp

2
64

3
75;

Ca
p ¼

cosha sinha 0
�sinha cosha 0

0 0 1

2
64

3
75

ð15Þ

Furthermore, the rotational angles [ae be] could be solved as
ae

be

� �
¼ coshacosar þ sinhasinbpsinar sinhacosbp coshasinar � sinhasinbpcosar

�sinhacosar þ coshasinbpsinar coshacosbp �sinhasinar � coshasinbpcosar

" #

ag

bg

hg

2
64

3
75þ cosar 0 sinar

sinbpsinar cosbp �sinbpcosar

" # 0
ar

0

2
64

3
75þ cosha sinha 0

�sinha cosha 0

� � bp

0
0

2
64

3
75

ð16Þ

Moreover, the attitude information of MS-ISP on yaw, pitch and
roll rotations could be measured by the POS, so the rotational
angles [ae be] could be achieved timely based on the attitude infor-
mation of other gimbals.

The rotational functions of the axial-radial integrated AMA sys-
tem around Xe axis and Ye axis could be written into

Jx€ae þ JzX _be ¼ px

Jy€be � JzX _ae ¼ py

(
ð17Þ

where X is yaw rotational speed of A-gimbal controlled by the
servo-drive motor, Jx and Jy are the moment of inertial around Xe

and Ye axis, respectively, and Jz is the moment of inertial around
Ze axis.
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Control model of MS-ISP

Control system of MS-ISP

Due to the positive stiffness of magnetic force provided by the
axial-radial integrated AMA system, the suspension control of A-
gimbal is unstable naturally. It means that a feedback loop is
required to realize the stable suspension of A-gimbal. And then,
to realize the translational control of A-gimbal, an additional
closed-loop tracking system is needed. For the closed-loop control
system of A-gimbal’s axial and radial translations in Fig. 7(a), the
translational displacements [dxe dye dze] of A-gimbal measured by
the ECGSs are fed back to the stabilization control loop, and the
corresponding control currents [ix iy iz] are generated to drive the
axial-radial integrated AMA system, so the A-gimbal is finally sus-
pended at the center position. For the closed-loop control system
of A-gimbal’s pitch and roll rotations shown in Fig. 7(b), the MS-
ISP should track the reference attitude instructions of pitch and roll
rotations to adjust the LOS, so the rotational angles [ae be] of A-
gimbal could deflect from the balanced statues. Therefore, the
tracking control loop is added in the posture tracking of A-
gimbal. The attitude angles [ag bg] in the geographic coordinate
frame is used as the feedback signal in the tracking control loop,
and then the gimbal torques [px py] are generated to mitigate the
pitch and roll rotations of A-gimbal.
Stability analysis of closed-loop system

For the stability analysis of the axial-radial integrated AMA sys-
tem, the displacement control dxe in Xe axis is chosen as the analy-
sis example. Based on the negative feedback about the control
displacement and the PD control model about the control voltage,
the relationship between control current and displacement of
axial-radial integrated AMA system could be expressed as

ixe ¼ � KPdxe þ KD
_dxe

� �
� kska ð18Þ

where KP is the proportional coefficient, and KD is the derivative
coefficient. ks is the sensitivity of ECGS in Fig. 4(a). ka is the ampli-
fication coefficient to drive the windings of axial-radial integrated
AMA system.

Combining the force equation in (11), the dynamic equation of
AMA system in (13) and the current equation in (18), the equation
of axial-radial integrated AMA in Xe axis could be written as

m€dxe þ kixkaksKD
_dxe þ ðkixkaksKP � kdxÞdxe ¼ 0 ð19Þ

To guarantee the translational stability of the axial-radial inte-
grated AMA system in Xe axis, the control parameters of PD model
should satisfy the following conditions

KP > kdx
kixkaks

KD > 0

(
ð20Þ

Therefore, the stability of axial-radial integrated AMA system
could be ensured by regulating the parameters of PD model when
the system parameters are known.

Stabilization control of closed-loop system

The magnetic force is a function both of the control displace-
ment and the control current, the main task of stabilization control
model is to calculate the generalized control signals UI = [Uix Uiy Uiz

Uia Uib] according to the feedback displacements Xe = [dxe dye dze ae
be] measured by the ECGSs. The UI are magnified by the power
amplification model to generate driving currents I to generate
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Fig. 7. (a) The closed-loop control system of axial-radial integrated AMA with translations on three DOFs, (b) the closed-loop control system of axial-radial integrated AMA
with rotations on two DOFs.
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the magnetic forces. The control signals calculated from the PD
control model are

UI ¼ kpXe þ kd
d
dt

Xe ð22Þ

The control signals should be optimally assigned to the sixteen
AMA windings in axial and radial directions as following

Uixþ ¼ �Uix� ¼ Uix
2

Uiyþ ¼ �Uiy� ¼ Uiy

2

Uuj ¼ 1�kð Þ�Uiz
2 þ Uia

2 ; j ¼ 5;7ð Þ
Uuj ¼ 1�kð Þ�Uiz

2 þ Uib
2 ; j ¼ 6;8ð Þ

Uuj ¼ �Ulj ¼ k�Uiz
4 ; j ¼ 1;2;3;4ð Þ

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð23Þ

where k is the distribution coefficient of magnetic force in axial
direction, the magnetic forces generated by four pairs of axial AMAs
are used to the suspension control of A-gimbal in axial direction,
and the residual magnetic forces generated by four axial AMAs
are used to control the attitude angles of A-gimbal. The four radial
AMAs are separated as two groups and working in pairs to generate
the magnetic forces for the radial suspension of A-gimbal.

In the power amplification model, the plus width modulation
(PWM) type current amplifiers are used to generate the control
currents of windings. The relationship between the control signal
and the control current could be described as follows

I sð Þ ¼ P sð ÞUI sð Þ ð24Þ

where P(s) is the transfer function of power amplification model
with a two-order linear system.
(a)

Fig. 8. The suspension simulation of A-gimbal suspended by AMA system, (a) the levitat
levitation trace of A-gimbal in Ze axis.
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Furthermore, the control currents could drive the windings of
the axial-radial integrated AMA system to generated the magnetic
forces and the gimbal torques according to (10), (11) and (12).
Tracking control of closed-loop system

As shown in Fig. 7(b), a tracking control model is used to adjust
the information attitude of A-gimbal. The attitude information [ag
bg hg] in the geographic coordinate frame could be measured by the
POS, and the attitude information of the P-gimbal and the R-gimbal
could be measured by the accelerators mounted on gimbals. The
actual attitude information of A-gimbal could be obtained by the
coordinate transformation in (16), and a PD control model is used
in the tracking control model.
Simulation of MS-ISP

The suspension simulation of AMA system

The simulations are conduced to test the performances of AMA
system and the A-gimbal before the experiment. Firstly, the sus-
pension abilities of AMA system along three axes are tested, and
the levitation traces of A-gimbal suspended by the magnetic forces
of AMA system are shown in Fig. 8. The levitation traces of A-
gimbal in radial direction are plotted in the red line in Fig. 8(a)
and (b), and the A-gimbal could be levitated to the radial equilib-
rium position when the initial displacement sets at 0.05 mm in
radial direction. In Fig. 8(c), although there is obvious overshoot
term because of the self-weight in axial direction, the A-gimbal
could be levitated to the axial equilibrium position.
(b) (c)

ion trace of A-gimbal in Xe axis, (b) the levitation trace of A-gimbal in Ye axis, (c) the
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Fig. 9. The tracking performance of A-gimbal suspended by AMA system, (a) the tracking curves for square signal, (b) the tracking curves for sinusoidal signal.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. (a) The tracking curve of A-gimbal’s yaw angle he for square signal, (b) the tracking curve of A-gimbal’s yaw angle he for sinusoidal signal.
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Fig. 11. (a) The experimental setup of whole MS-ISP system, (b) the AMA system at lower end-face, (c) the AMA system at lower end-face, (d) the experimental setup of MS-
ISP on the swing platform.
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Table 1
System parameters of the MS-ISP.

Symbol Quantity Value

ls diameter of the A-gimbal 450 mm
kix radial current stiffness 300 N/A
kdx radial displacement stiffness �650 N/mm
kiz axial current stiffness 1300 N/A
kdz axial displacement stiffness �3600 N/mm
kipx current stiffness of gimbal torque 88.2Nm/A
kdpx displacement stiffness of gimbal torque �78Nm/deg
ks sensitivity of ECGS 3 V/mm
ka amplification coefficient of power module 0.2A/V
Kp proportional coefficient of stabilization loop 3.5
Ki integral coefficient of stabilization loop 0.01
Kd derivative coefficient of stabilization loop 2.6
Kpt proportional coefficient of tracking loop 3.6
Kdt derivative coefficient of tracking loop 0.2

control frequency of AMA system 10 kHz
control frequency of servo-drive motor 2 kHz

(a)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 12. (a) The magnetic force versus control displacement in axial direction, (b) the m
control displacement in radial direction, (d) the magnetic force versus control current i
torque versus the control current.
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Moreover, the tracking performance of AMA system is also
tested in the simulation, and the tracking curves for the square sig-
nal and sinusoidal signal are plotted in Fig. 9. When the reference
signal is chosen a square signal with 0.05�and 0.2 s, the tracking
curves of A-gimbal with AMA system is shown in Fig. 9(a), and
the error is about 0.001�. The tracking curve is illustrated in
Fig. 9(b) when the reference signal is sinusoidal signal with
0.05�and 0.2 s, and the actual tilting angles of A-gimbal could accu-
rately track the reference input with 0.001� error.

The tracking simulation of A-gimbal

The tracking simulation of A-gimbal driven by the servo-drive
motor around Ze axis is also conducted. For the tracking curve of
square signal (amplitude is 0.1� and period is 5 s) in Fig. 10(a),
the tracking error of A-gimbal with using the gimbal torque px as
shown in the blue line is 0.06�, but that with using the gimbal tor-
que is reduced to 0.03�. For the tracking curve of sinusoidal signal
(b)

(d)

(f)

agnetic force versus control current in axial direction, (c) the magnetic force versus
n radial direction, (e) the gimbal torque versus the rotational angle, (f) the gimbal
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(amplitude is 0.1� and period is 2 s) in Fig. 10(b), the tracking error
without applying the gimbal torques is 0.03�, but the tracking error
is declined to 0.005� by using the gimbal torques. Therefore, the
gimbal torques of AMA system could improve the tracking preci-
sion of A-gimbal by suppressing the disturbance acting on it.

Performance analysis of MS-ISP

Experimental setup

The prototype of MS-ISP with an axial-radial integrated AMA
system is described in Fig. 11(a). In detail, the accelerometers
and the rate gyros could measure the attitude information of three
gimbals in the MS-ISP. The power supply system could output
power voltage for MS-ISP system including ± 5 V for the MCU,
±12 V for the data acquisition (DAQ) module and ± 28 V for the
axial-radial integrated AMA system. The DAQ system could collect
the signals of MS-ISP and fed back to the MCU system. For the
MCU, a digital control system based on the digital signal processor
(DSP) is designed to realize the program of designed control mod-
els. The MCU system consists of the ECGS, the measuring circuit of
coil current, the signal filter and conditioner, the DSP core, the ana-
log to digital (A/D) convertor, the current amplifier and the com-
(a)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(i)

Fig. 13. (a) The levitation trace of A-gimbal in Xe axis, (b) steady-state suspension trac
suspension trace of A-gimbal in Ye axis, (e) levitation trace of A-gimbal in Ze axis, (f) st
around Xe axis, (h) steady-state rotational stabilization of A-gimbal around Xe axis, (i) rota
gimbal around Ye axis.
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munication module. The A/D sampling rate and control cycle are
5 kHz, and the PWM modulation frequency of driving unit is
20 kHz. The more parameters of MS-ISP are listed in Table 1.

Magnetic forces and gimbal torques of axial-radial integrated AMA
system

The magnetic forces generated by the axial-radial integrated
AMA system could be calculated and measured in the experiment.
In axial direction, the relationships amongst the magnetic force,
the control displacement and the control current are shown in
Fig. 12. Given the condition that the control current is 0A in
Fig. 12(a), the linear displacement stiffness is about �3600 N/
mm. When the control displacement is 0 mm as shown in Fig. 12
(b), the linear current stiffness is about 1300 N/A. Moreover, the
relationships amongst the radial magnetic force, the control dis-
placement and the control current are illustrated in Fig. 12(c)
and (d). The linear displacement stiffness in Fig. 12(c) is �650 N/
mm, and the linear current stiffness in Fig. 12(d) is 300 N/A.

Based on the axial current stiffness and the axial displacement
stiffness of the axial-radial integrated AMA system, the relation-
ships amongst the rotational angle, the control current and the
gimbal torque acting on the A-gimbal are plotted in Fig. 12(e)
(b)

(d)

(f)

(h)

(j)

e of A-gimbal in Xe axis, (c) levitation trace of A-gimbal in Ye axis, (d) steady-state
eady-state suspension trace of A-gimbal in Ze axis, (h) rotational trace of A-gimbal
tional trace of A-gimbal around Ye axis, (j) steady-state rotational stabilization of A-
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and (f). The gimbal torque generated by the axial-radial integrated
AMA system is linear to the rotational angle and the control cur-
rent, respectively. The current stiffness of gimbal torque is
88.2Nm/A, and the angle stiffness of gimbal torque is �78Nm/
deg. Therefore, the gimbal torque acting on the A-gimbal has good
linearity by regulating the control current.
Static suspension of A-gimbal

As shown in Fig. 13, theA-gimbal is stably levitatedat the equilib-
riumpositions in axial and radial directions. The initial displacement
terms of A-gimbal are chosen as [dxe dye dze ae be] = [0.1 mm 0.1 mm
�0.1 mm �0.02� 0.02�], and the A-gimbal is forced to suspended at
the equilibrium positions when the displacement terms [dxe dye dze
ae be] = [0 mm 0 mm 0 mm 0� 0�] with the function of the axial-
radial integrated AMA system. For the translational suspension of
A-gimbal shown in Fig. 13(a), (c) and (e), the maximum overshoot
with 0.08 mm occurs on suspension trace in axial direction, and
the settling time is 0.8 s. For the rotational traces of A-gimbal shown
in Fig. 13(g) and (i), the maximum overshoot 0.024� occurs on the
rotational trace around Ye axis, and the settling time is 0.8 s. Finally,
(a)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 14. (a) The bandwidth of axial-radial integrated AMA system, (b) rotational curves
tracking errors for sinusoidal signal, (e) tracking curves for step signal, (f) tracking error
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the A-gimbal could be stably suspended at the equilibriumpositions
by the axial-radial integrated AMA system.

Moreover, the stable suspension traces of A-gimbal on five con-
trollable DOFs are plotted in Fig. 13. For the translational displace-
ments of A-gimbal in radial and axial directions, the steady-state
precision is evaluated by the root mean square (RMS) value when
the A-gimbal is at the balanced status. As illustrated in Fig. 13(b),
(d) and (f), the steady-state precisions of A-gimbal along three axes
are 0.77 lm, 1.1 lm and 0.29 lm; respectively. In addition, the
steady-state precisions of rotational motions are 0.17��10-3 and
0.08��10-3; separately. The steady-state precision in translational
motion is less than 2 lm, and that of rotational motion is smaller
than 0.2��10-3, so the A-gimbal with an axial-radial integrated
AMA system has a better stabilization precision than the mechan-
ical supporting gimbal (the steady-state precision is 0.02�).
The bandwidth of axial-radial integrated AMA system

To evaluate the dynamic response of MS-ISP, the bandwidth of
the axial-radial integrated AMA system is analyzed in this section.
The reference sinusoidal signal in pitch rotation varies from 1 Hz to
(b)

(d)

(f)

and airgaps of A-gimbal around Xe axis, (c) tracking curves for sinusoidal signal, (d)
s for step signal.



(a) (d)

(b) (e)

(c) (f)

Fig. 15. (a) The random-type vibration curve, (b) the attitude curve of A-gimbal ae without using gimbal torque px, (c) the attitude curve of A-gimbal ae with using gimbal
torque px, (d) sine-type vibration curve, (e) the attitude curve of A-gimbal ae without using gimbal torque px, (f) the attitude curve of A-gimbal ae with using gimbal torque px.

Fig. 16. The flight path during the flight experiment.
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180 Hz, and the amplitude-frequency diagram and the phase-
frequency diagram are plotted in Fig. 14(a). When the frequency
approaches to 150 Hz, the response magnitude is �3dB, so the
bandwidth of axial-radial integrated AMA system beyond 100 Hz.
Therefore, the major disturbances (from 0 Hz to 100 Hz) acting
on the rotations and translations of the A-gimbal could be actively
controlled by the axial-radial integrated AMA system.

The tracking performance of suspended A-gimbal

The rotational characteristics of axial-radial integrated AMA
system are also tested within the tolerant airgap (0.2 mm) in axial
direction. The axial displacements during the rotation process are
plotted in Fig. 14(b), and the maximum displacement deflection
of A-gimbal in axial direction is 0.185 mm. The corresponding rota-
tional angle ae during the rotation process is illustrated in Fig. 14
(b), and the maximum rotational angel approaches to 0.075� when
the axial displacement reaches to the tolerant airgap. Similarly, the
characteristics about rotational angle be could be investigated. So,
the active controllability of axial-radial integrated AMA system
could be realized within the axial tolerant airgap.

The attitude tracking performance of A-gimbal with an axial-
radial integrated AMA system is also tested in this part. As shown
in Fig. 14(c), the rotations of A-gimbal relative to P-gimbal are
forced to track a sinusoidal signal (frequency is 5 Hz and amplitude
is 0.06�), and the tracking curves indicate that the A-gimbal could
stably track the reference curve. Moreover, the tracking errors of
two rotations are plotted in Fig. 14(d), for the rotational angle ae
around Xe axis, the steady-state error is about 0.0099�, and the
steady-state error of rotational angle be around Ye axis is 0.0089�.
Therefore, the A-gimbal with an axial-radial integrated AMA sys-
tem could accurately track the reference input, so it could be suc-
cessfully applied to track the pitch and roll rotation of the A-
gimbal.

In addition, the tracking curves of A-gimbal for a continual step
signal (variable amplitude) are plotted in Fig. 14(e). The slight
time-lag about 0.1 s exists on the tracking curves of two rotations.
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In the meanwhile, the tracking errors are shown in Fig. 14(f), and
the maximum tracking error appears when the continual step sig-
nal jumps to another amplitude. The tracking error also increases
with the magnitude variation of step signal, and the maximum
tracking error is about 0.5� in Fig. 14(f).

Attitude stabilization performance of A-gimbal on swing platform

In the dynamic experiment of MS-ISP on the ground, the MS-ISP
is mounted on a swing platform as shown in Fig. 11(d), and a
random-type disturbance with amplitude 0.5� in Fig. 15(a) is out-
putted to the base plate of MS-ISP by controlling the swing plat-
form. When the gimbal torque px is not applied to compensate
the pitch rotation and the roll rotation, the attitude curve of A-
gimbal is shown in Fig. 15(b), and the RMS of the A-gimbal’s atti-
tude curve is 0.0508�. As illustrated in Fig. 15(c), the RMS of A-
gimbal’s attitude angle is reduced to 0.0396� by using the gimbal
torque px, and then the relative improvement is about 22%.



(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 18. (a) The attitude curve of A-gimbal ae without using gimbal torque px, (b) the attitude curve of R-gimbal ar without using gimbal torque px, (c) the attitude curve of A-
gimbal ae with using gimbal torque px.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 17. (a) The attitude curve of A-gimbal driven by servo-drive motor, (b) the attitude curve of A-gimbal he without using gimbal torque px, (c) the attitude curve of A-gimbal
he with using gimbal torque px.
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In addition, a sine-type disturbance with amplitude 1� and per-
iod 5 Hz in Fig. 15(e) is generated to the base plate of MS-ISP by
tuning the swing platform. As shown in Fig. 15(d), the RMS of A-
gimbal’s attitude angle is 0.1067� when the gimbal torque px is
not applied to compensate the rotation motion. In Fig. 15(f), the
RMS of A-gimbal’s attitude is reduced to 0.0414� by using the gim-
bal torque px, and then the relative improvement is about 60%.

Attitude stabilization performance of A-gimbal in flight

In the flight experiment of MS-ISP, the flight path is plotted in
Fig. 16. The whole flight task includes three processes—climbing
process, surveying process and landing process. The MS-ISP is
switched on during the surveying process at 2000 m altitude,
and the whole surveying task is about 2 h.

During the surveying process, the yaw angle he of A-gimbal
around Ze axis controlled by the drive-servo motor is plotted in
Fig. 17(a). The yaw angle he is regulated from 360� to 0� with
two stable stages respectively at 50� and 200� during the whole
surveying process. The gimbal torque is introduced to suppress
the pitch and roll rotation acting on the yaw rotation of A-gimbal
when the task time is at 1 h. Furthermore, in Fig. 17(b), for the atti-
tude curve he of A-gimbal without using gimbal torque, the maxi-
mum error deflecting from the stable magnitude is 8.5�. For the
attitude curve he of A-gimbal using the gimbal torque as shown
in Fig. 17(c), the maximum error deflecting from the equilibrium
magnitude is 4.6�. Therefore, the maximum angle error of yaw
rotation is reduced 44.8% by applying the gimbal torque of the
axial-radial integrated AMA system.
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Moreover, the attitude angles ae and ar are recorded and plotted
in Fig. 18(a), (b) and (c), and ae is the rotational angle of A-gimbal
around Xe axis, ar is the rotational angle of R-gimbal around Ze axis.
When the gimbal torque px generated by the axial-radial integrated
AMA system is not used to compensate the pitch and roll rotation
of A-gimbal, the attitude curve of yaw angle ae is plotted in Fig. 18
(a), and the RMS of rotational angle ae is 0.0181�. The attitude
curve ar of R-gimbal with the supporting of mechanical bearings
is illustrated in Fig. 18(b), and its RMS is 0.0443�. Finally, the atti-
tude angle ae of A-gimbal is presented in Fig. 18(c) when the gim-
bal torque px is used, and the RMS is 0.0118�. Consequently, the
attitude stabilization precision of levitated A-gimbal with the gim-
bal torque generated by the axial-radial integrated AMA system is
improved by 93%.

Conclusions

A prototype of MS-ISP has been introduced and designed in this
article. The A-gimbal of MS-ISP is stably suspended at the equilib-
rium positions by an axial-radial integrated AMA system. In addi-
tion, the tracking performance of A-gimbal indicates that the
axial-radial integrated AMA system could generate the gimbal tor-
ques to accurately track the rotations around the P-gimbal and the
R-gimbal, and the steady-state error is less than 0.01�. In the mean-
while, the bandwidth of the axial-radial integrated AMA system
could cover the frequency range of disturbances acting on the A-
gimbal. In the flight experiment, the high attitude stabilization pre-
cision of A-gimbal could timely track the LOS of AEOI. Therefore,
the MS-ISP is potential to be applied in the remote sensing system,
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and then the attitude stabilization of payloads and ISP could be
improved.
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